NO.  
1  INSTALL LEVITON HORIZONTAL MANAGER (1RU).  
2  INSTALL LEVITON VRTP VOICE GRADE PATCH PANEL, 310 TERMINATION.  
3  INSTALL LEVITON 72-PORT QUICK PORT FLAT PATCH PANEL WITH NO NUMBER LABELS, EQUIP WITH LEVITON QUICK PORT CONNECTORS AS REQUIRED, (PART NO.'S 6A305G-RC, 6A305G-RWS & 6A305G-RES).  
4  INSTALL LEVITON HORIZONTAL MANAGER (2RU).  
5  INSTALL CORNING PREMIUM CONNECTOR HOUSING (3RU), EQUIPPED WITH CONNECTOR PANELS AS REQUIRED (PART NO.'S CCH-CP12-04 & CCH-CP12-AS).  
6  EQUIPMENT BY NCSU - (2RU) SPACE FOR BATTERY PACK.  
7  EQUIPMENT BY NCSU - (2RU) SPACE FOR UPS.  
8  INSTALL COOPER B-Line V-Line Dual Hinge Wall Mount Cabinet, 36"H x 25"D, FLAT BLACK.  

NOTES - SURFACE MOUNT IDF CABINET

PART NUMBER
4929C-LPM
49013-P24
49255-NCS
49273-BCM
PCH-02U

TERMINATION/LABELING

TERMINATE 110 BLOCKS ON REAR OF PANEL, ONE PAIR WILL BE TERMINATED PER EACH RACK BLOCK, TERMINATE PARTS 1-24, OUT PAIR 25 RACK NEXT.

INSTALL A PAIR CAT 6A CABLES TO OUTLETS 1-24, CINCHITION IN UPPER POSITION, WHITE JACK IN MIDDLE POSITION, BLACK JACK IN LOWER POSITION. ON FRONT OF PANEL, INSTALL LABEL HOLDERS & LABELS, JUST ABOVE UPPER ROW OF JACK POSITIONING (DENOTING OUTLET NO.). ON REAR OF PANEL, INSTALL LABELS JUST BELOW JACK POSITIONS.

LABEL ENTIRE PANEL COMpletely (TYPICAL)

SEE TERMINATION/LABELING DETAIL

IDF SURFACE MOUNT CABINET
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